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In 1960 Colin Williams published *John Wesley’s Theology Today*, which was intended both to provide a much-needed survey of Wesley’s theology and to suggest how his theology undergirded Methodism’s unique contribution to the ecumenical movement. Harold Bosley’s review of this book in the standard journal of theological reflection for the Methodist Church commended Williams for achieving a fine historical study (his first goal), but rejected the assumption behind Williams’ second goal. For Bosley, the idea that Methodist pastors or theologians should look *backwards* to Wesley for theological guidance instead of looking to the *present* life of the church and its *future* possibilities was simply preposterous.¹

This interchange provides a revealing glimpse into the larger setting against which the recent renewed consideration of Wesley by Methodist theologians should be considered. On the one hand it is noteworthy that it took over a century and a half after Wesley’s death for a Methodist scholar to provide a fairly comprehensive survey of Wesley’s theology. On the other hand it is striking how Bosley—a trained theologian, former seminary dean, and current pastor of a prominent Methodist congregation—scoffed at the suggested relevance of Wesley’s theology for contemporary Methodist theological development.

This episode suggests that Wesley’s significance as a theologian had been receiving little positive attention among his Methodist descendants up to 1960. Broader inspection reveals that this was indeed the case. The purpose of this essay is to sketch some of the
evidence of this neglect of Wesley as a theologian and reflect on its causes. Then I will note how this situation has been changing since 1960.

**Nineteenth Century Developments**

Since John Wesley died in 1791 we can begin with nineteenth-century developments, recognizing that the roots of these trail back into the last decades of the previous century. In this time period it is particularly helpful to frame the investigation with two foci: one focus of interest being the kinds of things that were published specifically about Wesley (i.e., the area of Wesley Studies); the other being how Methodist theologians were interacting with Wesley.

**Wesley Studies: Hagiography and Theological Neglect**

From the time of his death through the nineteenth century the vast majority of publications dealing with Wesley fit in the category of biography. Far from being detached scholarly accounts, these biographies were typically triumphalist panegyrics and/or defenses of Wesley—offering loving accounts of “Wesley the Dynamic Evangelist,” “Wesley the Tireless Church Founder,” “Wesley the Pious Christian,” and so on. In short, they were hagiography. This is not to say these biographies were devoid of convictions about Wesley as theologian. Quite the contrary! They generally operated with distinctive assumptions about this topic just below the narrative surface (where their particular model of Wesley could exercise powerful influence, without having to be defended).

What kinds of concerns about Wesley as theologian were involved? The most common was the attempt to disassociate Wesley from his Anglican past. This is quite ironic because Wesley had been concerned throughout his ministry to demonstrate that all of his distinctive doctrinal claims were supported in the Anglican standards of doctrine, and he had struggled until near the end of his life to keep Wesleyan Methodists within the Anglican communion. This struggle failed (for a variety of reasons), and shortly after Wesley’s death British Methodists followed the earlier example of their American counterparts in separating officially from the Church of England. In publications like these biographies, both groups then began the task of legitimating that move by obscuring the most explicit evi-
ences of Wesley’s Anglican loyalties and by stressing those aspects of his life or work that favored the dissenting traditions.

The most glaring example of obscuring Wesley’s explicitly Anglican side is Thomas Jackson’s omission of Wesley’s extract of the *Homilies* of the Church of England from what became the standard edition of Wesley’s works. This exclusion is indefensible, given the fact that Wesley published at least twenty editions of the extract during his lifetime and included it in his own edition of collected works in 1771–74. What the exclusion demonstrates is that while Wesley considered the *Homilies* authoritative, Jackson (and most other nineteenth-century Methodists) did not.

Such “de-Anglicanization” is also obvious, if more subtle, in many of the biographies. They provide only cursory treatment of Anglican elements of Wesley’s life (such as his ordination), while dealing at length with his contacts with Moravians and other dissenting traditions. They express regret over any censure Wesley might bestow on Lutheran, Calvinist, or mystic writers, while ignoring his frequent defenses of Anglican standards. Most of all, they tend to construe Aldersgate as Wesley’s “conversion” *from* high-church bigotry and intolerance, *to* the true (i.e., low-church) faith.

The other major theological trend evident in the nineteenth-century biographies of Wesley was a growing contrast between doctrinal convictions and personal religious experience, with the resulting tendency to portray Wesley as one concerned with experience, *rather than* doctrinal convictions. In other words, the caricatures developed by the least-nuanced participants in the Scholasticism/Pietism debates among Protestants were adopted, and Wesley was portrayed as one who—at Aldersgate—was liberated from dry orthodoxy and discovered that the essence of Christianity was *experience* (as contrasted with church membership, ritualistic observances, or doctrinal convictions). As a result, Wesley’s nineteenth-century descendants, becoming evermore acclimated to the model of him as a warm-hearted (low-church) evangelist, found any reference to Wesley as a theologian to be increasingly foreign and inappropriate.

This helps explain why the only published monographs specifically on Wesley’s theology in the nineteenth century were apparently written by non-Methodists! I have been able to locate only two such studies. In 1857 Michel Haemmerlin, a Lutheran pastor involved in the *Société évangélique* at Strasbourg, published an *Essai Dogmatique sur John Wesley*, which presented an introductory summary of
Wesley’s doctrines (particularly soteriology, but branching wider) as found in his full collected sermons. The other study was more ambitious. Robert Brown, apparently an “evangelical” dissenter, published John Wesley’s *Theology* in London in 1865, where he used Wesley’s theology as a test case to prove that one could remain within evangelical orthodoxy while embracing the current philosophical focus on conscience as the essence of the human (and thus of religion). In making this case Brown explicitly contrasted Wesley with Protestant Scholasticism. He set this contrast up as a difference between a theology that was based merely on the intellect (Scholasticism) and one that was grounded intuitively in the conscience or human heart (Wesley). He argued that Wesley derived his creed from his experience of conscience—which Brown understood to be an immediate voice of God within us, a faculty *distinct from* our understanding. While this argument recognized the importance of the affections and the presence of ethical/praxis dimensions in Wesley’s theology, its near dichotomy between the heart and the mind implied that careful intellectual consideration of doctrines played little role in Wesley’s thought. His creed was seen as that of a man of obedience and action, *rather than* education and reflection. Whatever questions one might have about the accuracy of this characterization, the ironic point (given Brown’s intention) is that for most Methodist theologians of the time it would only have served to justify further their devaluation of Wesley as a theologian!

**Methodist Theology: Increasing Marginalization of Wesley as Theologian**

To understand this effect we need to appreciate the changes in the style and self-understanding of Methodist theology as it moved outside the Anglican context of its origin. Due to its unique history of development the Anglican tradition understood the standard forms and practice of theology differently from their continental counterparts (both Roman Catholic and Protestant). Instead of identifying “serious” theological activity with the production of scholastic summaries/defenses of doctrine, Anglicans followed the example of the early church in focusing this activity on the production of such formative materials as creeds, collections of catechetical homilies, and liturgies. Thus, John Wesley was functioning as a typical serious
Anglican “divine” (i.e., a theologian) when he devoted the bulk of his theological activity to these forms. But as Methodists distanced themselves from their Anglican past their default location became in the midst of continental-based Protestant movements (particularly the Reformed tradition). In this new context they were quickly reminded that they lacked a “real” theology. In one of the most vivid examples, E. P. Humphrey argued that Methodist theology was unworthy of serious consideration because it:

. . . has yet to be reduced to a systematic and logical form. . . . We have its brief and informal creed in some five and twenty articles; but where is its complete confession of faith, in thirty or forty chapters? . . . Where is its whole body of divinity, from under the hand of a master, sharply defining its terms, accurately stating its belief, laying down the conclusions logically involved therein, trying these conclusions, no less than their premises, by the Word of God, refuting objections, and adjusting all its parts into a consistent and systematical whole?¹¹

What Humphrey was here assuming as the standard against which Methodist theology came up short is a scholastic theology—i.e., a textbook that provides a comprehensive and carefully organized survey of a tradition’s truth claims, defending any controverted claims polemically, and providing rational grounding for the whole. Rather than taking Wesley’s failure to provide such a work as warrant to question the preeminence being given this form of theological activity by their critics, his descendants set out to fill this perceived deficiency in Wesley’s bequest.

The first attempt was the 1825 publication of *Wesleyana: A Selection of the Most Important Passages in the Writings of the Late Rev. John Wesley, A.M. Arranged to form a Complete Body of Divinity.*¹² This publication serves well to represent the transition from Wesley being valued as a theologian (i.e., as a model of serious theological activity) to him becoming simply a scholastic authority to be quoted on select theological claims.

An after-the-fact collection of excerpts from Wesley could obviously not satisfy the challenge issued by critics like Humphrey. So Wesley’s descendants rapidly moved on to producing full-fledged original scholastic theologies. The trailblazer was Richard Watson, who published his multi-volume *Theological Institutes* in 1825–28.¹³ Several others would broaden and pave the path he blazed through the remainder of the century.¹⁴ Thus, at the same time that Brown
was registering a protest (in Wesley’s name) against the scholastic style of theology, the majority of Methodist theologians were seeking to “advance” to this style!

But as they advanced, the status of Wesley as a theologian declined yet further. This is because his adequacy as a scholastic source was increasingly called into question. One dimension of the issue of adequacy was comprehensiveness. Since their primary interest in Wesley was his articulation and defense of contested Methodist distinctives, most of which fell in the classic locus of soteriology, Methodist scholastic theologians ended up developing large sections of their theology with little dependence on Wesley. Watson set the precedent for the later scholastic compendiums in referring to Wesley only about a dozen times in his two-volume work, with almost all of these citations confined to the section on soteriology. Thus emerged the common (mis)impression that Wesley’s theological concern was limited to a few matters of soteriology.

The second dimension of the issue of Wesley’s adequacy as a scholastic source concerned consistency. This dimension came into play precisely in those areas where Wesley was typically cited as an authority in scholastic texts. The best example is the argument over Wesley’s teachings on entire sanctification that erupted in nineteenth-century American Methodism. On one side of this debate was a “holiness” camp that consolidated at mid-century, who gathered every instance that they could find where Wesley suggested that entire sanctification was an instantaneous gift available now to even the most recent convert. In response, a series of authors demonstrated that there were apparent inconsistencies or temporal transitions in the comments on entire sanctification that Wesley made over the long course of his ministry, and contended that the most balanced reading of Wesley’s mature thought would put the emphasis on a slow process of growth toward entire sanctification. These proposals sparked blistering rebuttals that touted Wesley’s consistency and intellect over that of the “revisionists.” The eventual response of the latter party to such rebuttals was to affirm a general commitment to Wesley while insisting that he was not inerrant. As James Mudge put it, “It is more important to be well-reasoned, self-consistent, and wholly scriptural than to accord in every smallest phrase with Wesley.” In other words, Wesley should not be treated as an unquestioned scholastic source even in those limited areas that he frequently addressed.
If Wesley’s role was reduced to providing an occasional questionably-authoritative dictum within the scholastic theologies that dominated the nineteenth century, it was further marginalized by the Methodist transition to systematic theologies toward the end of the century. This transition took place more rapidly in America (and Germany) than in Britain as the emerging Methodist Episcopal seminaries adopted with little question the fourfold curriculum being championed in the continental European discussion of “theological encyclopedia” (i.e., Biblical Theology, Historical Theology, Systematic Theology, and Practical Theology). This model stressed the need to maintain clear borders between each of the disciplines and tended to call into question the theological nature of the first three disciplines, because theology “proper” was usually equated with Systematics. Thus, the “true” theologian was now the systematic theologian.

It is small wonder that the new Methodist systematic theologians hardly knew what to make of Wesley as a theologian. On the fourfold model most of Wesley’s theological productions would fall within the “application” discipline of Practical Theology, which is precisely the realm to which a few restricted his interest and abilities. Others rejected this narrow classification, allowing that Wesley combined aspects of a professional theologian with those of a practical Christian teacher. But this concession only heightened the problem. What serious theologian would overlook these boundaries? And why did Wesley never undertake the central theological task of a Systematic Theology? Some of his academic descendants were inclined to excuse Wesley on the basis of his “misfortune” of training in the methodological backwaters of Anglican theology. Others appealed to a supposed principle of historical development—that revivals of Christian life inevitably focus on immediate ministry, while creative epochs of theological science necessarily follow and consolidate these revivals. In either case, the departure of later Methodist theologians from Wesley’s model of theological activity was neatly justified; after all, he had not been a real theologian.

As most nineteenth-century Methodist theologians lost touch with Wesley’s Anglican roots, they also lost their awareness of the early Christian setting of his understanding of Christian life. By default, they found themselves trying to articulate Wesley’s distinctive soteriological concerns (responsible grace and therapeutic salvation) within the categories of guilt and merit that had come to
dominate later Western theology. This proved to be an impossible blend. The most common result was a shift of emphasis from Divine grace and empowerment to human initiative and ability, with a theology of “gracious ability” being proclaimed in Wesley’s name—a theology that he would have rejected vehemently.25 Thus, the nineteenth-century Methodist neglect (or dismissal!) of Wesley as a model of theological activity eventually resulted in the obscuring of his distinctive theological convictions.

**Early Twentieth Century: Wesley as Partisan Theological Hero**

With the transition to the twentieth century, biographical and historical studies of Wesley tended to become a little more critical, moving beyond mere pious recounts of the founder’s life. Moreover, while remaining largely in-house studies for Wesleyan traditions, they began to view Wesley within the larger context of Christian history. This stage of biographical studies is exemplified by the five-volume work of John S. Simon.26

Meanwhile most Methodist academic theologians continued to show little interest in Wesley through the first half of the century.27 They were more interested in coming to terms with the modern intellectual trends that their predecessors had avoided. For many of them it appears that concern about similarities with Wesley was considered a shackle that had to be broken in order to embrace new theological agendas. Randolph Sinks Foster set the tone when he began a multi-volume series of *Studies in Theology* in 1891 with the vigorous insistence that “We know more today than our fathers a hundred years ago [the year of Wesley’s death!]. We have truer beliefs than they had.” Predictably, Foster almost never interacts with Wesley in his series.28 His precedent was widely emulated in twentieth-century Methodist theology.

This backdrop makes the cases where Methodist participants in the various theological agendas of the twentieth century do appeal to Wesley all the more striking. Investigation shows that their appeal was typically limited to claiming Wesleyan warrant for their particular revisionist theological agenda. As one proponent put it, “Back to Wesley is forward into the spirit of what is best in the twentieth century!”29

By this claim, Frank Collier was suggesting that Wesley rejected
all merely traditional dogma, opting for Scripture, reason, and love \textit{(sic)} as the only standards of truth; and that Wesley viewed Scripture as speaking solely on religious topics, not scientific ones. While this is not a complete misreading of Wesley, it is surely a partial and partisan one. Indeed, Collier epitomizes what must be considered the general tendency of the specific theological studies of Wesley that emerged during this period: the appeal to Wesley as a hero, in defense of one’s particular theological agenda.\textsuperscript{30}

The first examples of such an appeal to Wesley as partisan theological hero were associated with liberal theological agendas. The move from the “pietist Wesley” common in nineteenth-century studies of Wesley to such a “liberal Wesley” was not as far as it might seem. Indeed, Schleiermacher—the founder of modern liberal theology—had himself come from a pietist background. His primary reformulation of this pietist heritage had been to shift the focus of attention from specific religious or conversion experiences to the more general human experience of dependence upon the Mysterious Other (God). He then argued that the only legitimate Christian doctrines were those which were \textit{derived} from this experience.

Thus, when some early twentieth-century studies identified Wesley as a “proto-Schleiermacher,” they were not abandoning the contrast between experience and doctrine common in nineteenth-century studies of Wesley; they were refocusing the type of experience to which one appealed. For them it was less a conversion experience than a general sense of assurance (an \textit{optimistic} form of dependence!). They were also assuming that Wesley shared Schleiermacher’s agenda of reducing authoritative Christian doctrine to that which could be grounded in or derived from such experience.\textsuperscript{31}

For some other early twentieth-century Methodist theologians this romantic version of the appeal to experience was still too narrow. They were more inclined towards the empirical language of the burgeoning natural sciences. To them Wesley was the model of a scientific mind which insisted that the test of truth was verifiability in \textit{general} human experience (not just the “feeling” of assurance).\textsuperscript{32} While the experience they appealed to might have been different, the reason for the appeal was the same—to reject sole reliance on traditional authorities.

Besides the subordination of traditional authorities to present experience, another typical agenda of early twentieth-century liberal theology was the critique of an exclusively conversionist model of
Christian initiation. Most liberals found William James’ argument that “once-born” persons could develop just as authentic of a spirituality as “twice-born” to be persuasive. This fostered a renewed appreciation of the role of nurture and religious education in Christian life. As Methodist liberals struggled to moderate the conversionist model of Christian life inherited from their immediate predecessors, they discerned a champion in Wesley with his intense concern for catechisms and schools for Methodist children.33

One other classic concern of early twentieth-century liberal theology was the Social Gospel, with its emphasis on the present reality of Christian salvation—in the form of social and economic improvement. As this movement grew in public awareness, Methodist scholars were quick to remind themselves and others of Wesley’s social concern and ministries.34 Some early contributors held Wesley up as an example of philanthropic ministry.35 For others, he was a prototype of Christian socialism.36 The latter suggestion sparked vigorous counterarguments that Wesley instead supported the emerging capitalism of his day.37 The ensuing debate proved to be very difficult to resolve. As a result, the main focus of scholarly study gradually turned from Wesley’s explicit socio-economic claims to the theological grounds for his claims and the effects of his revival on British culture.38 While this nuanced the discussion significantly, the conflict over appeals to Wesley as theological warrant has continued.

A reaction to the various liberal appeals to Wesley arose as neo-Orthodoxy gained influence between the World Wars. This movement emphatically rejected the experientialism of liberal theology and called for a return to the biblical and doctrinal foundations of the Christian Church. It particularly sought a reappropriation of the Reformation insights of Luther and Calvin. It was not long before a parallel “neo-Wesleyanism” could be detected, which laid claim to Wesley in its criticism of the subjectivism and overemphasis on experience in liberal Methodist theology.39 This neo-Wesleyanism demonstrated convincingly the limitations of many of the liberal appropriations of Wesley. However, it had its own problems. In particular, neo-Orthodoxy tended towards a one-sided emphasis on human incapacities and forensic justification—emphases that could not do justice to the Catholic side of Wesley’s Anglican theology.40

Closely following the neo-Orthodox shift in twentieth-century Western Christian theology (or, existing with some tension within it) was the articulation of an existentialist approach to Christian faith.
and life. The major concern of theological existentialism was to argue that Christian doctrinal affirmations were not primarily objective attempts to describe metaphysical reality but subjective articulations of human anxiety and hope. As with neo-Orthodoxy, some scholars found this approach to be distinctively appropriate to Wesley.41 This sense was particularly prominent in the renewed interest in Wesley among Japanese Methodist theologians.42 But others vigorously rejected such an “existentialist Wesley.”43

The middle of the twentieth century witnessed the burgeoning of ecumenical concern and dialogue in theological circles. By this point, one is hardly surprised by the emergence of advocates of an “ecumenical Wesley,” who drew attention to his explicit irenic spirit and his distinctive blending of emphases from various Christian traditions.44

In general then, the first half of the twentieth century witnessed far more appeals to and interest in Wesley’s theology than its predecessor. However, this interest was typically partisan and partial, focusing on Wesley’s validation of desired theological agendas. While a wealth of insights into Wesley’s theology were uncovered in these studies, several crucial limitations became increasingly evident. First, Wesley was often read too directly in terms of contemporary issues, without sufficient sensitivity to the debates and presuppositions of his original context. Second, attention was typically devoted to individual aspects of Wesley’s thought or practice that were of interest, ignoring his larger doctrinal concerns and the perspective that these might provide for such individual issues. Comprehensive treatments of his theology continued to be exceedingly rare.45 Finally, these studies retained the nineteenth-century assumption that Wesley may be of importance as a warrant in theological argument, but not as a model of theological activity. Whatever their particular theological agenda, they typically began with an apology for the fact that Wesley was not really a theologian!46

After 1960: Recovering Wesley as a Theological Mentor

Such was the state of the argument when Colin Williams offered his survey of Wesley’s theology as a resource for contemporary Methodism and Harold Bosley scoffed at the suggestion of Wesley’s relevance. Developments since 1960 have shown Williams to be more the “son of a prophet” than Bosley. While there is plenty of reason to
question how widely Wesley is known or appreciated in Methodist churches at large, he has certainly received more attention from Methodist scholars in the last four decades than at any time previously. Due in large part to the leadership of tireless advocates like Frank Baker and Albert Outler, the study of Wesley has grown from an occasional avocation of a few scholars to an academic subject in its own right, with scholarly societies, research specializations, and the rest.47

One major expression of this increased scholarly interest has been the undertaking of the first truly critical edition of Wesley’s works: The Bicentennial Edition.48 This textual work has been complemented by a proliferation of detailed secondary studies which bring to their investigation a broad knowledge of Wesley’s context and an historical-critical realism about his unique stance or contribution. These studies have provided the basis for a revised comprehensive understanding of Wesley that is less partisan and triumphalist than previous examples.49

The recent increased sophistication of Wesley scholarship has been as evident in theological studies as in biographical ones. For example, while there has continued to be interest in the relationship of Wesley to contemporary theological trends (in particular, liberation, feminist, and process theologies), it has generally taken the form of tentative suggestions of affinities rather than appeals to a partisan theological hero.

More to the point, the majority of recent theological studies have been devoted to detailed comparative investigations of various individual aspects of Wesley’s theology, such as his doctrine of assurance, his epistemology, or his social ethics.53 These detailed studies have dramatically increased our knowledge of the sources, precedents, and implications of many of his central theological convictions. Thereby, they have contributed important insights to the continuing debate over Wesley’s place within the Christian theological traditions. They have also deepened our awareness of developments (or shifts?) in some of Wesley’s central convictions during his lifetime and escalated debate over the significance of these changes.54

What is most striking about recent theological studies of Wesley, however, is the degree to which Wesley’s model of theological activity has become a focus of consideration and—increasingly—of positive reevaluation. Throughout the last thirty years Wesley scholars have protested the ease with which previous treatments dismissed any
suggestion that Wesley was a serious theologian. And yet, they have had to admit that Wesley did not exemplify the model of serious theology assumed as normative in academic theological circles. So, how should Wesley be viewed?

No one can represent better, or has contributed more to, the changing evaluation of Wesley’s model of theological activity than Albert Outler. In 1961, moving very much against the stream, he began to argue that Wesley should be valued as a major theologian. To make this case, he found it necessary to distinguish between academic theology and Wesley’s “folk theology.” That is, he argued that Wesley’s value as a major theologian lay in his ability to simplify, synthesize, and communicate the essential teachings of the Christian gospel to laity, not in contributions to speculative academic theology. This characterization of Wesley as a “folk theologian” remained constant throughout Outler’s studies. However, the relative valuation of such folk theology in comparison with academic theology underwent a very important shift. In the early 1960s Outler simply assumed that folk theologians did not belong in the front rank with speculative theologians. By the mid-1980s he was arguing that Wesley’s theological model was an authentic and creative form in its own right. It need no longer be compared negatively with academic theology.

It is important to recognize that the current reevaluation of Wesley’s model of theological activity, which Outler exemplifies, has not been motivated solely by new insights into Wesley. It also reflects a growing uneasiness with the reigning academic model of theology against which Wesley was previously being measured and found wanting. In contemporary academic theological circles there has been a mounting call for recovering an understanding and practice of serious theological reflection that is more closely connected to Christian life and worship. As Outler came to realize, this move goes far beyond simply valuing “folk theology” alongside academic theology; it recasts the dominant model of theology itself. Along with Outler, several other Wesleyan theologians have begun to suggest that when Wesley is judged in terms of such a practical discipline of theology, he not only receives more favorable evaluation, he emerges as an exemplary model.

The importance of such a renewed appreciation of Wesley’s model of practical theological activity should not be underestimated. It was noted earlier that the dismissal of Wesley’s model of theologi-
cal activity was accompanied by an obscuring of some of his most distinctive theological convictions. This would suggest that a recovered understanding of his model of theological activity could help significantly in the current attempts to clarify the concerns and implications of Wesley’s theological convictions. It could also facilitate the current effort to reclaim Wesley as a *theological mentor* for his contemporary descendants (and the larger Christian community), as opposed to reducing his importance to that of historical originator or enshrining him as a scholastic authority.
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